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.	 1. To organise, develop and execute operations in and directed at

the Ukrainian SSR for the purpose of undermining and weakening the in.

flee:nee and control of the Soviet Union. These operations will initially

include activities in the fields of intelligence procurement, political

and psychological warfare, and the organisation and development of specially

trained unconventional warfare cadres as partial fulfillment of guerrilla

warfare requirements.

2. To Organize and develop covert assets to be employed in the oop.

port of U. S. foreign polley and military objectives in the USSR under

conditions of general war.

12113=}2.

1. Intelligence Procurement
•	 a. To spot, recruit, assess, and train agent personnel for in.

filtration into the Ukraine, Those who are to reinforce the underground

(%Wt) in the Ukraine will be primarily recruited through the ZPUHR.

Singleton, non-politioal agents will also be recruited to infiltrate

into the Ukraine for specific missions not connected with the under.•

ground.

b. To exploit the Ukrainian resistance movement for the procure-

ment of intelligence on specific targets, recent events in the Soviet

Ukraine and Soviet Union, and also, the procurement of operational
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and strategic intelligence. Such groups as the Ukrainian Supreme

Council of Liberation (UHVR) and its Ukrainian Insurgent Army(UPA),

the Foreign Representative of the Ukrainian Supreme Council of

Liberation (ZPUHVR) in Western Europe and the United States, and

possibly other groups such as OUN/BANDERA and the Ukrainian National

Rada will be utilised.

To establish support facilities required for agent operations

in the Ukraine and elsewhere in the Soviet Union,

2. Political Warfare

a. To work toward a rapprochement between ZPUHVR4ChOUN and the

Ukrainian National Council (UNA). If this were to take place the

Ukrainian emigration would be united into one political body which

might not be averse to cooperation with the Political Center.

b. To continue to subsidise the Ukrainian newspaper asthma

SWAN, as an additional tool in our attempt to unify the major

Ukrainian groups,

'a. To organise an Ukrainian information Bureau under MUM to

further Unification effort so that, under our control, the Ukrainian

emigration take a united stand against the USSR which would be sore

oconistant with American Foreign Policy.

3. Psychological Warfare

a. To develop a Ukrainian Information Center in order to keep

emigration groups informed of the activities of the Ukrainian re-

sistance movement in the Ukrainian SSR and to further our psychological

warfare against the USSR in general and the Ukrainian SSR in partioulari
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b. To continue support or the Ukrainian underground through

MAWR mo as to keep alive any active or passive resistance on the

part of the population in the Ukrainian SSE.

c. To continue material and financial assistance to the under.

ground for preparation and distribution of parchological warfare

pamphlets, posters, etc., in the Ukrainian SU.

4. To utilise balm 919.51ne as a mama in the psychological

warfare program.

4. Economic Warfare

None contemplated for FT 1953.

5. Guerrilla Warfare

The organisation and formation of cadres trained in guerrilla

warfare tactics has begun. Except in the initial stages these

cadres, financed by the United States, will be trained by the ZPUHVE

with every limited assistance froltAIA during 1953.

6. Evasion and.Escape

In the event of war, secure routes of Evasion and Escape could

be established in the Western °blasts of Ukraine and could probably

be built up to extend east from KIEV (Ukraine SSR) to as far west

as PRESOV (Csechoslovakia).

7. Sabotage

a. During the training of the guerrilla warfare cadres, sabotage

techniques will be taught.

b. At present, the underground is carrying out limited acts of

•sabotage. During Mut a hot war the CIA sponsored guerrilla warfare

cadres will be utilized in strengthening these activities and in
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training specialised underground sabotage units.

LALALLAIr

1. Intelligence Procurement

a. Amiable and satisfactory liaison facilities exist With

ZPUNWI and by the sake token, with resistance leadership in the

Ukraine.

b. Presently, there is WIT contact with underground in

. Ukraine which is a result of infiltration by agents trained and

dispatched through qu facilities.

c. Preparations are under way to strengthen this link by

dispatching IMO !/T operations and materiel. At present there

are three agents in training and two possible recruits who are

being assessed prior to their acceptance for training. A

programtis in effect for the spotting and recruitment of agents,

through liaison with ZPUH7R, for training and dispatch into the

Ukraine in order to further develop the communications link new

existing and thus maintain W/T and courier contact with the under-

ground as long as it has the capabilities meriting peacetime

**Xoitation.
of

d. The initial phase of spotting and recruiting/lowapolitical

singletone and P/M and P/A types will begin as 'soon 40 posaiblxvin

In $urope and the United States, In Europe,spotting will be done by

4 Contrast agent who has access to DP files. In the United

States, it is expected that the spotting of non .apolitical recruits
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will be done by a DP who has actoess to these types. The

recruit/wait will be accomplished by headquarters and field

case officers.

e. Training and dispatch of agents not recruited through

or loyal to any emigre groups' .

f, .Gathering of operational intelligence data by a part-.

time CIA employee, who has acme to research facilities and

to people who have recently left the Soviet Union,

2. political and Psychological Warfare

a. Action is currently under way to unity tbs./major Ukrainian

groups so as to provide an acceptable group thaVbay, at a later

date, cooperate with the Political Center.

b. Access to the edttorial and printing facilities of the ZPOHWR

Ukrainian newspaper Smshaana Ukraine. for utilization in Psychological

and Political Warfare.

0. Ar alerting our 1/T agent and giving him the information

to be used, he oan, through his contacts, have pamphlets and/or

leaflets printed and distributed in the Western and poesibly

Eastern Ukrainian ()blasts.

d. Research done by an agent who is a APecialist in the

Ukrainian field to be used in psychological warfare:.

3. Guerrilla Warfare

u.g. Material support of underground guerrilla warfare.

b. Organization of G/W cadre school.
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1. An underground movement is active today in the Ukrainian SSR under

the direction of the Ukrainian Supreme Council of Liberation (UHM). The

UHVR„ established in 1944, is the underground government of the Ukraine.

Its memberehip represents all Ukrainian territories and all political

opinionsi policy decisions are reached by majority vote. The organise..

tion of Ukralnian Nationalists (OUN), however, is the most powerful

tidal organisation of the UHVR and mey he considered the "party in power,*

sines its Ideological positions we reflected in UNVR policy. The Ukrainian

Insurgent Army (TWA) is a nationa army subordinated to the UHVR, as the

government, not to the OUR, as the domino* political group.

2. The UHVa ls Ukrainian Insurgent Army (UPA), although continuously

exposed to pressure from the MI is probably atilt capable of maintaining

an underground headquarters and a center of political and propaganda

activity. In addition, it carries out retaliation raids on NVD/H313 and

Communist Party installations for morale, harassment, and propaganda

purposee.

• Anti-Soviet activities conducted by the civilisn elements of the

•movement include distribution of a wide variety of printed propaganda

materials and the expansion of resistance cells throughoixt the Western

and Eastern Ukraine. The underground's present activities and their con..

tinuing =Pension are made possible by the support, either active or passive,

of the majority of the Ukrainian population in the Western oblasts.



4. lm 1949, two Wtt trained couriers were droned in Western

Ukraine. Their radio equipment was irmaroltlyaseshed upon impact with the

ground. It has been determined that both of those men are dead. As far

as it is known	 was no security compromise connected with their

deaths.

5. During the spring of 1950, four Ukrainian partisans who had been

trained as radio operators were dropped by parachute into Western Ukraine.

Their radio equipment, dropped under a separate parachute, was demolished

upon Impact with the ground. One of these four was captured or the Soviets

In July 1950.- A iecoaimember of this team committed suicide in the fear

of iminent capture. The leader of the team returned overland to Germany

In Fall 1950 with two escorts. The fourth member of. the team remainel

the Ukraine and is now reported to have been killed in action.

.6. In the spring of 1951 four Ukrainian partisans, three of whom

were radio operators, were dropped by parachute into Western Ukraine.

Both men andequipment landed safely. We have W/T contact at present date.

One of the four agents, however, is now believed to be dead.

7. The subsidised Ukrainian newspaper Ishaingasreja has established

a high reputation within the Ukrainian emigration which includes tuitions

both frit:011y and inimical to Min*. It combs unequivoca14 Said that

the newspaper is a success and we should continue to subsidise it. liany

of the articles printed in the paper have been reprinted by other nese-

papers.and periodicals. In each ease the original source was acknowledged.

S. During the fall of 1950, one of the largest pouches to date VMS

brought out of the Ukrainet It contained official reports, samples of
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resistance periodieale, handbills, propaganda leaflets, policy declare.

tion, as well as Specific intelligence 14formation on every aspect of

the Soviet Ukraine.

8PNAM IIRPosA0 

During FT 1953 the aim is to strengthen CIA mission of getting

intelligence information out of the Soviet Ukraine. We till have Wtf

content end our initial stepe will be to reinforce and resupply this con.

teat in the Ukraine. We will thereby be able to develop the clandestine

petential of the underground • movement for limited use in the present.

sitnation and for full-..scale effort in the event of war. The exploita-

tion of the Ukrainian movement for resistance and intelligenas purPoses.
will be increased on a priority basis.

2. An operation, *operate from the present Western Ukraine operation

utilizing the UE7R and UPA, is underway, The agent involved is to infil-

trate into Eastern Ukraine and recruit several persons %to are to exp.

filtrate with him. After a short but intensive training period they are

to return to the Ukraine, live legally, and serve as support points as

well as an intelligence collection net.

3, ravorable political relations have been established with =HIM

and it is possible that the major Ukrainian groups may combine as one

center. The possibility of getting these meJer groups into the Pelitienl

Center program will be thoroughly explored during the current year.

4. A training program, not connected with current operations, but

giving guerrilla warfare training for men provided . by MidiA UPA is being

planned. In the event of war, all personnel trained under this program

8
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• will be earmarked exclusively for partisan tasks, for bolstering or

organizing activity in the Ukraine, and not fer covert military action.

5. The groundwork has been initiated for spotting and reetaitment

of non-political agents for operations into the Ukraine; this program

is to be carried on independently of ZPURVR since the personnel of the

type generally available to VUHVE.would not make suitable singleton

agents*

6, In addition, a scholar in the Ukrainian . field has agreedson

partoNtime basis, to perform research tasks which cannot otherwise be

accomplished here and which are required in support of SO operations

abroad. This agent will also fulfill needs in the nature of limited

political reporting, agent vetting and aeoesament as requested by the

Case Officer.

•SPEC1I4,31.!PPOATRXXIMMENT$ 

1. Liaison with the Air Forces 'oath in Washington and with USAFX A-2

locally, to determine the feasibility of air drops as needed and lay on

training program of crew, procurement of and servicing of the aircraft,

dry run flight, etc.

2.. Other departments and agencies of the United States for the

collecting of information pertinent to the security of the operations.

3. State Department, on Washington level, for utilization of VOA
to

to convey/W/T contacts, important information disguised as innocent text.

OUAgENTTATUS 

1. Project APODINAWC - There is at prezent WiT contact with the

Ukraine and preparations are being made to reinforce and resupply it in

the near future. At present, five agents are available to be diepatc



as needed. Excellent political relations have been established with

ZPUHVR and ground work is under way to have the major Ukrainian groups

discuss means of combining their efforts as one center. When this is

accomplished, there is a strong possibility that the center will come

into the WACTIVE program.

2. An operation bra (singleton) agent, not connected with any

political grow, is under we, to establish a network in the Eastern

Ukraine, separate from the operation now in effect in Western Ukraine.

This will strengthen communications into the Soviet Union im Ukraine,

and also it will open new avenues for the procurement of intelligence

information.

3. Project PBCRUEVAIROUTNAMIC - To date the subsidised Ukrainian

newspaper Agsbeggamsteg has established a very favorable reputation

among the Ukrainian migration. Of special interest is the fact that

liveliest reaction in a positive sense comes from those cirCles who were

never influenced by party polities and from circles which either never

read the Ukrainian press or which, for their own reasons, had ceased to

read it. The staff has a high editorial level in comparison with other

Ukrainian papers and periodicals.

44 Project AE.CHAOS - The part-time CIA employee,who performs re-

search tasks as requested by the case officer * recently produced an

article which received very favorable comments in high circles of CIA.

It can be assumed that any future work completed by this agent will con-

tinue to be of the same quality.



5. The above projects, amendments thereto, and any additional

Ukrainian projects mhich raw be formulated mill be combined end 'executed

under a single all-inclusive Ukrainian operation.

8 August 1952.
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1. iiittliaggiftlaiSattat

a. Agents, cut-outs, contract agents, etc.	 $40,000.00

h. Foreign materials staffing and service
training facilities	 15p00.00

0. Pay and subaistance for agent trainees

Sub...Total $70,000.00

2. P01.11104yiarfare

a. NeuiP4Per =HAMA UKRAINE	 836,000.00

b. Information Center - staff, printing
expanses, etc. 	 MAW° 

Sub.Tetal $76,000000

3 *  psichopuiticiti liAwfve 

, a, Agents, cut-outs, Contract agents,
etc. - salaries	 $360,000.103

b. Comma Equipmant	 3,000.00

0. Medical Equipment	 10,000.00

d. Ordnance Equipmmnt	 15,000.00

e, Quartermaster supplies 	 54000.00

f. Spacial Devices	 29,030600

g. Other expenses 	 /4Ante..• 
Sub.Total  4Apopqm 

GRAM TOTAL ,109•90,0p ,



TOTAL FUNDS REQUIRED FOR FY 1953: 6
*

60 000000$

(APPROVED) (DISAPPROVED) 	 (APPROVED) (DISAPPROVED)

Division Chief	 ADPC

CIA/Opc Form No. 314
March 1952

AUTHORIZA , AOF FUNDS FOR CONTINUING PROJE, 	 1953

Project Cryptonym	 Allotment	 TTE:Project Cryptonym	 Allotment

	

Account No.	 Account No.

Case Officer	 Branch Chief

A. PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS
(Indicate number and type of personnel required and
estimated total compensation for salary, allowances,
travel and related employee benefits. Additional
information necessary for complete understanding
must be attached.)

I2:21	 Number	 Compensation 
Staff Employees
Staff Agents
Career Agents
Agents	 —40(CPUICF--- 
Consultants
Detailed Personnel.
Miscellaneous	 1.	 14000020

TOTAL:	 208	 TOTAL COMPENSATION: $43140004000

SUPPLIES, MATERIEL, AND EQUIPMENT
(Indicate amounts in applicable spaces below. A
complete supporting list of each category must
be attached.)

Commo	 011°°°441° Quartermaster supplies 0210°1644
Medical itylowocr— Special devices	 Zrin0Pc0-
Chemical	 Other supplies
Ordnance 15;0=07 Other equipment

C. OTHER OPERATIONAL EXPENSES
complete explanation and breakdown of all

such expenses must be attached.)

D. SUBSIDY OR PROPRIETARY PAYMENTS
(A complete explanation and breakdown of all
such payments must be attached.)

TOTAL: 31)9,000.00

TOTAL: 75•000•00

TOTAL.: 54$0010.000


